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TOP25 articles within the journal: Science of Computer Programming

1. Quantitative aspects of outsourcing deals ● Article
   Verhoef, C.

2. Quantifying the value of IT-investments ● Article
   Verhoef, C.

3. Performance modeling and analysis of software architectures: An aspect-oriented UML based approach ● Article
   Science of Computer Programming, Volume 57, Issue 1, 1 July 2005, Pages 89-108
   Cooper, K.; Dai, L.; Deng, Y.

   Arbab, F.

5. Voice activated command and control with speech recognition over WiFi ● Article
   Science of Computer Programming
   Ayres, T.; Nolan, B.
6. **Formal specification of multi-agent e-barter systems** • Article
   *Science of Computer Programming, Volume 57, Issue 2, 1 August 2005, Pages 187-216*
   Nunez, M.; Rodriguez, I.; Rubio, F.

7. **Joeq: A virtual machine and compiler infrastructure** • Article
   Whaley, J.

8. **Quantitative IT portfolio management** • Article
   *Science of Computer Programming, Volume 45, Issue 1, 1 October 2002, Pages 1-96*
   Verhoef, C.

9. **Multi-paradigm Java-Prolog integration in tuProlog** • Article
   *Science of Computer Programming, Volume 57, Issue 2, 1 August 2005, Pages 217-250*
   Denti, E.; Omicini, A.; Ricci, A.

10. **A global path planning Java-based system for autonomous mobile robots** • Article
    *Science of Computer Programming, Volume 53, Issue 1, 1 October 2004, Pages 107-122*
    Elnagar, A.; Lulu, L.

11. **Object-oriented algorithm analysis and design with Java** • Article
    *Science of Computer Programming, Volume 54, Issue 1, 1 January 2005, Pages 25-47*
    Rajsbaum, S.; Viso, E.

12. **Executable JVM model for analytical reasoning: A study** • Article
    Liu, H.; Moore, J.S.

13. **A discrete-time UML semantics for concurrency and communication in safety-critical applications** • Article
    Damm, W.; Josko, B.; Pnueli, A.; Votintseva, A.

14. **Coverage testing of Java programs and components** • Article
    *Science of Computer Programming, Volume 56, Issue 1-2, 1 April 2005, Pages 211-230*
    Vincenzi, A.M.R.; Maldonado, J.C.; Wong, W.E.; Delamaro, M.E.

15. **Formal methods: the very idea - Some thoughts about why they work when they work** • Article
    *Science of Computer Programming, Volume 42, Issue 1, 1 January 2002, Pages 11-27*
    Berry^1, D.M.

16. **Towards lightweight checks for mass maintenance transformations** • Article
    *Science of Computer Programming, Volume 57, Issue 2, 1 August 2005, Pages 129-163*
    Veerman, N.

17. **A portable virtual machine target for proof-carrying code** • Article
    Franz, M.; Chandra, D.; Gal, A.; Haldar, V.; Probst, C.W.; Reig, F.; Wang, N.

18. **Use-case components for interactive information systems** • Article
    *Science of Computer Programming, Volume 56, Issue 1-2, 1 April 2005, Pages 5-21*
Kantorowitz, E.; Lyakas, A.

19. Formal methods for smart cards: an experience report • Article
   Breunesse, C.-B.; Catano, N.; Huisman, M.; Jacobs, B.

20. Abstract interpretation of programs as Markov decision processes • Article
   Monniaux, D.

21. A study of the influence of coverage on the relationship between static and dynamic coupling metrics • Article
   Science of Computer Programming
   Mitchell, A.; Power, J.F.

22. A transactional object calculus • Article
   Science of Computer Programming, Volume 57, Issue 2, 1 August 2005, Pages 164-186
   Jagannathan, S.; Vitek, J.; Welc, A.; Hosking, A.

23. Software composition and verification for sensor networks • Article
   Science of Computer Programming, Volume 56, Issue 1-2, 1 April 2005, Pages 191-210
   Volgyesi, P.; Maroti, M.; Dora, S.; Osses, E.; Ledeczi, A.

24. Supporting ATAM with a collaborative Web-based software architecture evaluation tool • Article
   Science of Computer Programming, Volume 57, Issue 1, 1 July 2005, Pages 109-128
   Maheshwari, P.; Teoh, A.

25. Probabilistic anomaly detection in distributed computer networks • Article
   Science of Computer Programming
   Burgess, M.
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